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Please Note: This research is incomplete! I hope to have more information very soon. 

In an attempt to achieve Nuclear Magnetic Resonance or Nuclear Acoustic Resonance. These ideas 

have been presented many times in history, for example Stanley Meyer’s VIC (Voltage Intensifier 

Circuit): 

 

Many others may have also used the same principals but to say for certain is very hard to prove. 

Many good Videos and Documents now available have outlined such a phenomenon but many have 

not properly investigated these principals. Some have experimented in these areas and have not 

recognised the significance of such phenomenon. Another area that is very likely the same is the 

work of Michel Meyer, the French physicist that reported the effects of NMR to be well in excess of 

the input power required to run the devices. 



My primary goal is to replicate the effects seen in the below YouTube by YouTube user: “A Valon” – 

Video named: “Resonance in ferrite core (ETD49)”  

Links: 
 http://waterpoweredcar.com/pdf.files/smeyer1.pdf 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FVX5EcWtXM 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWQ3r-2Xjeo 

 http://www.amazon.com/Spin-Wave-Technology-Initial-Release/dp/0971661618 

Change Log: 
 Removed Resistor R1 from the Snubber Circuit – Risking my FET 

My Circuit: 
My first circuit did not show any results after many hours of testing: 

 

Where VSS is Variable Signal Source. 

All effects from the above circuit were all expected.  Harmonic frequencies were provided to Q2 and 

the base Harmonic was provided to Q1. For example: 7KHz to Q1 and frequency modulated 

frequency from 14 to 49KHz to Q2. 

http://waterpoweredcar.com/pdf.files/smeyer1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FVX5EcWtXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWQ3r-2Xjeo
http://www.amazon.com/Spin-Wave-Technology-Initial-Release/dp/0971661618


The next Circuit V2 however showed promise after only a few minutes of testing. Looking for a 

particular type of wave, similar to “A Valon’s” “Resonance in ferrite core (ETD49)” Video and also 

other wave forms shown thought history in different devices, I noticed the wave right away. The 

basic circuit provided below: 

 



LC Tank Circuit 
The calculated Resonance of the LC Tank is 5567.445Hz. It is a little uncanny that after the removal 

of the Snubber Resistor I can now see more clearly the Wave in question. The Wave’s base 

Frequency is now 5.084KHz. 

The Snubber Circuit 
I have had problems where the Sunbber Resistor would burn out with this circuit if the Input Voltage 

Amplitude was above 3Volts. I was advised to look into the Snubber Ringing and see if this has 

anything to do with this effect. Its interesting to note, I have never had problems with this Snubber 

Circuit before. I have used this switching Driver Board for many years with no problems. The Mosfett 

Snubber Circuit RC Time constant (R= 100Ohms and C= 7nf = RC = 1000.00Hz) does not appear to be 

related to the Wave I am getting, so the snubber may not be playing a role here. 

After removing the Resistor R1 100 Ohms I can confirm that the Snubber Circuit is not playing a role 

here. 

 

The Ferrite Pot Core 
Test shows Natural LC Tank Resonance is around 1.020MHz although the wave has a few small 

spikes on it. My Cores were obtained on E-Bay: 



P4728 HAGY 47x28mm M2 78 POT P PP Ferrite Core transformer AL=9500. URL: 

http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/P4728-HAGY-47x28mm-M2-78-POT-P-PP-Ferrite-Core-transformer-

AL-9500-1set-/251473390888?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a8cfb6d28 

E-Bay User: insa_electronics 

http://www.ebay.com.au/usr/insa_electronics?_trksid=p2047675.l2559 

Core Size: 
Outside Diameter: Width (of 2 cores = one set): 

47mm (1.85") 28mm (1.10") 

 

 

Measured Component Values 
Measured Capacitance: 

http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/P4728-HAGY-47x28mm-M2-78-POT-P-PP-Ferrite-Core-transformer-AL-9500-1set-/251473390888?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a8cfb6d28
http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/P4728-HAGY-47x28mm-M2-78-POT-P-PP-Ferrite-Core-transformer-AL-9500-1set-/251473390888?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a8cfb6d28
http://www.ebay.com.au/usr/insa_electronics
http://www.ebay.com.au/usr/insa_electronics?_trksid=p2047675.l2559


 

Measured Inductance: 



 

Observations: 
Sweeping through frequencies on just one channel I noticed first of all I blue smoked a resistor on 

my FET Driver board. I found this very strange as I have used this board for many years and never 

once had a problem with this board or the parts on it. 



I believe that for this to work a sine wave component is needed and standard Square Waves do not 

work. I cannot prove this yet and it is early stages so I may be wrong but this is what it appears to be 

a factor to take into account when looking at this. 

Results: 
Once this frequency is reached and this affect occurs there appears to be a reduction is current 

drawn from the power supply. These results still need to be confirmed as tunning further can adjust 

measurements. 
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Primary Continuous Wave: 

 

Close up of one Resonant Harmonic Intervals: 



 

Here we can see that there is a DC Component to this wave, at 10Volts per division we can see there 

may be around 4 Volt DC buffer. Input was 2.7 Volts at around 1ma.  

Please Note: As yet I have not done any load tests and any outputs are not known. 

Considered to be Important 
In a write up: "Overunity Devices" by William J. McFreey - July 2013:  
 
 “It is also worth noting that the magnetic field B, penetrating the energy-gain material, cannot be static. In 

a static magnetic field, the precession of nuclei ceases after a time period known as the spin-lattice 

relaxation time.” 
 
This means a DC Wave that does not change Sine (Non Static Magnetic Field) can be the primary 
field Polarising Field. 



 
 
 
“After this time” ”, most of the nuclei will align their magnetic moments parallel  (spin-lattice relaxation time) 

to the magnetic field (e.g. for s = 3 / 2). To refresh the precession of nuclei, the field has to be brought to 
zero and then steadily, but quickly enough, increased to the desired value, such that the precession of a 

large population of the nuclei is maintained.” 
 
Such Precession could be viewed as a Spin Wave: 

 
 
This is consistent with what I have found also where a DC Square Wave did not produce any real 
results. 

Summary:  
I can’t say for sure what this effect is, I simply don’t know for sure. It is interesting to note that the 

calculated LC Tank Resonance is 5567.445Hz and the wave now measures 5.084KHz! This indicates 



there are in fact harmonics at play here.  If calculations are right, this would be the 476th Harmonic 

Interval.  

It’s very early in my research into this effect. It’s hard not to overstate this effect as it really does 

appear to be very promising. I have noticed that the Camera I was holding close to the device while 

in operation went funny. Interference was present that was affecting the camera. 

To date I have not loaded the device and tested Power ratings, all I have done is look for the wave 

and the effect. 

Initially I did not hear any audible affects however in further testing I can hear some which is unusual 

for these frequencies. 

This effect is VERY close to Akula’s work and is very close to his wave forms that he has shown. 

 

Please Note: This work is incomplete! I have not tested very much at all yet. 


